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On July 21, 2011, the U.S. Department of the Treasury’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (“FinCEN”) issued a final rule (the “MSB Rule”), revising the regulations regarding money services businesses (“MSBs”). The final rule clarifies which activities subject a person to the Bank Secrecy Act’s (“BSA”) rules pertaining to MSBs and subjects certain foreign-located MSBs with a U.S. presence to the BSA rules.¹ In particular, the MSB Rule (i) provides that certain foreign-located persons engaging in MSB activities within the United States are subject to the BSA rules; (ii) updates the MSB definitions to reflect past guidance and administrative rulings, current business operations, evolving technologies and merging lines of business; (iii) expands the definition of a dealer in foreign exchange to include forex traders, unless they are functionally regulated or examined by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”); and (iv) separates the provisions dealing with stored value from those dealing with issuers, sellers, and redeemers of traveler’s checks and money orders.


Separately, on July 29, 2011, FinCEN published a final rule, renaming “stored value” as “prepaid access” and amending the BSA regulations relating to prepaid access (the “Prepaid Access Rule”).² A separate Alert addressing the Prepaid Access Rule will be distributed shortly.

Definition of MSBs

The MSB Rule amended the definition of an MSB to include a “person wherever located doing business, whether or not on a regular basis or as an organized or licensed business concern, wholly or in substantial part within the United States,” acting in the capacity of certain regulated activities, i.e., a dealer in foreign exchange, check casher, issuer or seller of traveler’s checks or money orders, provider and seller of prepaid access, and/or money transmitter (“Regulated MSB Activity”).³ “This includes but is not limited to the maintenance of any agent, agency, branch, or office within the United States.”⁴

¹ 76 Fed. Reg. 43,585 (July 21, 2011) (codified at 31 C.F.R. §§1010.100(ff), 1010.605(f), 1021.311(c), 1022.210(d), 1022.380(a)(b) and 1022.410(a)(b) (2011)).


³ 31 C.F.R. §1010.100(ff).

⁴ Id.
In the preamble to the MSB Rule, FinCEN explains that it amended the definition of an MSB, “to emphasize [its] concern that ‘doing business’ can be misinterpreted to refer to status, not activity.” FinCEN emphasized that “whether a person is subject to regulation as an MSB does not depend on factors such as whether the person is licensed as a business by any state; whether the person has employees; or whether the person is engaged in a for-profit venture.” Rather, it is a person's activities, and not a person's formal business status, that would cause a person to be categorized as an MSB. Thus, whether a person engages in Regulated MSB Activity is dependent on all of the facts and circumstances of each case.

The MSB Rule also excludes a natural person who engages in Regulated MSB Activity “on an infrequent basis and not for gain or profit.” However, FinCEN excludes only individuals — not business entities, nonprofits, or other legal persons — from the MSB definition. FinCEN intends to limit the exclusion to activity that is rare.

Under the MSB Rule, the term MSB does not include: (i) a bank or foreign bank; or (ii) a person registered with, and functionally regulated or examined by, the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) or the CFTC, or a foreign financial agency that engages in financial activities that, if conducted in the United States, would require the foreign financial agency to be registered with the SEC or CFTC.

Activity Threshold
The MSB regulations currently “apply to persons engaged in specified activities that exceed $1,000 for any person in any day,” with the exception of money transmitters, which do not have an activity threshold. The $1,000 threshold remains unchanged by the MSB Rule, although FinCEN has indicated that it will continue to study the issue of the MSB activity thresholds.

Foreign-Located MSBs
Recognizing that the Internet and other technological advances in the payments industry have made it possible for MSBs located outside of the United States to offer MSB services in the United States, FinCEN extended the BSA rules to all persons engaging in MSB activities within the United States regardless of a person's physical location.

Under the MSB Rule, a foreign-located person, including a foreign exchange dealer or a money transmitter, will be subject to the BSA as an MSB to the extent that it is doing business “wholly or in substantial part within the United States.” Whether or not a foreign-located person’s MSB activities occur within the United States depends on all of the facts and circumstances of each case, including whether persons in the United States are obtaining MSB services from the foreign-located person, such as sending money to or receiving money from third parties through the foreign-located person. According to FinCEN, merely having a bank account in the United States is not enough to render a foreign-located money transmitter or exchange house subject to the BSA.

In the event that a foreign-located MSB is subject to the BSA as an MSB, it will have the same reporting and recordkeeping and registration requirements as MSBs with a physical presence in the United States, with respect to their Regulated MSB Activity in the United States. In addition, the foreign-located MSB will be subject to the same civil and criminal penalties as MSBs with a physical presence in the United States, with respect to their failure to comply with regulatory requirements.

In addition, the MSB Rule requires foreign-located MSBs to designate the name and address of a person who resides in the United States and is authorized, and has agreed, to be an agent to accept service of legal
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process. Compliance with this designation of an agent for service of process provision will require a change to FinCEN Form 107 (Registration of Money Services Business).\textsuperscript{12} Pending the approval of the Form 107, compliance with the registration requirement will be deferred until Jan. 23, 2012.

Money Transmitter

Under the MSB Rule, a person who provides money transmission services or any other person engaged in the transfer of funds is a money transmitter.\textsuperscript{13} The term money transmission services means the acceptance of currency, funds, or other value that substitutes for currency from one person and the transmission of currency, funds, or other value that substitutes for currency to another location or person by any means. The phrase “any means” includes, but is not limited to, “through a financial agency or institution; a Federal Reserve Bank or other facility of one or more Federal Reserve Banks, the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, or both; an electronic funds transfer system network; or an informal value transfer system” (such as a hawala).\textsuperscript{14}

Whether a person is a money transmitter is a matter of facts and circumstances.\textsuperscript{15} The term money transmitter does not include a person who only:

- (A) Provides the delivery, communication, or network access services used by a money transmitter to support money transmission services;
- (B) Acts as a payment processor to facilitate the purchase of, or payment of a bill for, a good or service through a clearance and settlement system by agreement with the creditor or seller;
- (C) Operates a clearance and settlement system or otherwise acts as an intermediary solely between BSA regulated institutions. This includes but is not limited to the Fedwire system, electronic funds transfer networks, certain registered clearing agencies regulated by the SEC, and derivatives clearing organizations, or other clearinghouse arrangements established by a financial agency or institution;\textsuperscript{16}
- (D) Physically transports currency, other monetary instruments, other commercial paper, or other value that substitutes for currency as a person primarily engaged in such business, such as an armored car, from one person to the same person at another location or to an account belonging to the same person at a financial institution, provided that the person engaged in physical transportation has no more than a custodial interest in the currency, other monetary instruments, other commercial paper, or other value at any point during the transportation;
- (E) Provides stored value (now referred to as prepaid access under the Prepaid Access Rule), whether it is opened or closed loop;\textsuperscript{17} or
- (F) Accepts and transmits funds only integral to the sale of goods or the provision of services other than money transmission services, by the person who is accepting and transmitting the funds.\textsuperscript{18}

\textsuperscript{12} See 76 Fed. Reg. 62,149 (Oct. 6, 2011) (FinCEN notice and request for comments for revisions to current Form 107).
\textsuperscript{13} 31 C.F.R. §1010.100(ff)(5)(i)(A)-(B).
\textsuperscript{14} 31 C.F.R. §1010.100(ff)(5)(i)(A). “An ‘informal value transfer system’ refers to any system, mechanism, or network of people that receives money for the purpose of making the funds or an equivalent value payable to a third party in another geographic location, whether or not in the same form …. ‘Hawala’ is one name for a type of informal value transfer system that operates outside of, or parallel to, ‘traditional’ banking or financial channels.” 76 Fed. Reg. at 43,592, n. 50.
\textsuperscript{15} 31 C.F.R. §1010.100(ff)(5)(ii).
\textsuperscript{16} “Persons who solely provide a clearance and settlement system or act as intermediaries between BSA regulated institutions and do not provide other types of money transmission services are mere instrumentalities that the financial institutions use to process their transfers … [T]hese instrumentalities, such as the credit card networks, are not included in the definition of ‘money transmitter.’” 76 Fed. Reg. at 43,593.
\textsuperscript{17} FinCEN intends that both entities involved in the sale and management of stored value programs be excluded. “For example, a department store that offers gift cards that only may be used at that department store, a convenience store that sells network branded cards that may be used anywhere like a credit card, or a program manager who organizes a stored value program and facilitates loading the stored value device are not subject to the MSB rules as money transmitters.” 76 Fed. Reg. at 43,594.
\textsuperscript{18} 31 C.F.R. §1010.100(ff)(5)(iij)(A)-(F). FinCEN notes that, similar to circumstance (B), “persons that sell goods or provide services other than money transmission services, and only transmit funds as an integral part of that sale of goods or provision of services, are not money transmitters. For example, brokering the sale of securities, commodity contracts, or similar instruments is not money transmission notwithstanding the fact that the person brokering the sale may move funds back and forth between the buyer and seller to effect the
**Dealer in Foreign Exchange**

In the MSB Rule, FinCEN changed the phrase “currency dealer or exchanger” to “dealer in foreign exchange,” which it defined as including a “person that accepts the currency, or other monetary instruments, funds, or other instruments denominated in the currency, of one or more countries in exchange for the currency, or other monetary instruments, funds, or other instruments denominated in the currency, of one or more other countries in an amount greater than $1,000 for any other person on any day in one or more transactions, whether or not for same-day delivery.”

FinCEN stated that it intended to clarify that “dealing in foreign exchange is not limited to the physical exchange of the currency of one country for the currency of another country,” and that its “current rules and existing body of administrative rulings establish that a person who converts funds denominated in the currency of one country into funds denominated in the currency of another country is an MSB by virtue of that activity.” This amendment to the MSB Rule expands the definition of a dealer in foreign exchange to include forex traders, unless they are functionally regulated or examined by the CFTC.

Additionally, FinCEN noted that it intended to capture those types of payment instruments that do not fall into one of the other categories of Regulated MSB Activity, but nevertheless are readily recognizable as payment instruments. FinCEN further indicated that “a person is not a dealer in foreign exchange to the extent the person exchanges their own money on their own behalf.”

**Check Casher**

The definition of a “check casher” includes a person that accepts checks or monetary instruments “in return for currency or a combination of currency and other monetary instruments or other instruments, in an amount greater than $1,000 for any person on any day in one or more transactions.”

Whether a person meets the definition of a “check casher” is a matter of facts and circumstances but the MSB Rule specifically excludes the following persons from the definition of a “check casher”:

- (A) A person who sells stored value (i.e., prepaid access) in exchange for a check, monetary instrument or other instrument;
- (B) A person who solely accepts monetary instruments as payment for goods or services other than check cashing services;
- (C) A person who engages in check cashing for the verified maker of the check who is a customer otherwise buying goods and services;
- (D) A person who redeems its own checks; or
- (E) A person who only holds a customer’s check as collateral for repayment by the customer of a loan.

The MSB Rule exempts “the purchase of any type of stored value with a check, monetary instrument, or other instrument from being an activity subject to the check casher definition.” FinCEN clarified that “entities that
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19 31 C.F.R. §1010.100(ff)(1).
21 Id. at 43,590.
22 A check means: (i) a draft, other than a documentary draft, payable on demand and drawn on a bank; or (ii) a cashier’s check or teller’s check. An instrument may be a check even though it is described on its face by another term, such as “money order.” U.C.C. § 3-104(ff).
23 Monetary instruments include: (i) currency; (ii) traveler’s checks in any form; (iii) all negotiable instruments that are either in bearer form, endorsed without restriction, made out to a fictitious payee, or otherwise in such form that title passes upon delivery; (iv) incomplete instruments signed but with the payee’s name omitted; and (v) securities or stock in bearer form or otherwise in such form that title thereto passes upon delivery. 31 C.F.R. §1010.100(ddd)(1)(ii), (iii), (iv), and (v) (2011).
24 31 C.F.R. §1010.100(ff)(2)(i).
accept payment for goods or services with a check and return more than $1,000 in currency or a combination of currency and other monetary instruments fall under the definition of ‘check casher’ regardless of the value of the goods or services.”

**Issuer or Seller of Traveler's Checks or Money Orders**
The MSB Rule combines prior sections of the rule relating to an “issuer of traveler’s checks, money orders, or stored value” and a “seller or redeemer of traveler's checks, money orders, or stored value,” into a new section of the rule concerning an “issuer or seller of traveler's checks, money orders, or stored value.” The MSB Rule defines an “issuer or seller of traveler’s checks or money orders” as a person who:

(A) Issues traveler’s checks or money orders that are sold in an amount greater than $1,000 to any person on any day in one or more transactions; or

(B) Sells traveler’s checks or money orders in an amount greater than $1,000 to any person on any day in one or more transactions.

The definition is linked to the aggregate amount at which the traveler's checks or money orders are sold, either directly by the issuer or at the agent level, to a customer in a single day. Nothing in the MSB Rule changes the applicable aggregation requirements, although the determination of the amount has changed.

**Authored by Betty Santangelo, Donald J. Mosher, William I. Friedman and Matthew P. Truax.**

If you have any questions concerning this Alert, please contact your attorney at Schulte Roth & Zabel or one of the authors.
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